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33649 Bielefeld - Germany
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info@cyrus-service.eu
SRP exclude
shipping

Item

Description

exclude
VAT

incl. 19%
VAT

Replacement Knob black/silver

Over time, your rotary knobs can get damaged or stripped due to the
frequency of touch. You can bring your system back to pristine just by
replacing these front knobs. Available in anodised black or painted Quartz,
these knobs are matched to your existing units (includes silver finish units).
Manufactured from Aluminium, these replacement knobs are OEM units,
the same as applied to a new product.

10,08 €

12,00 €

3mm Speaker Adaptors / Set of
Four

Some older Cyrus products require a 3mm speaker terminal. It can be
difficult now to find suitable cables as 4mm connectors are much more
common. These high-quality adaptors allow a cable to be connected
directly, using a tightening nut at the back to grip the stripped cable, or
simply allow a regular 4mm banana plug to be connected at right angles by
plugging into the opening and secured by tightening.

30,25 €

36,00 €

BFA / 4mm Speaker Adaptors / Set
of Four

Some Cyrus products such as the 6DAC and 82DAC use BFA connectors as
speaker terminals. These terminations are easy to add to a length of cable.
Simply remove the hard plastic shielding and use the small screw to grip
your stripped length of cable before replacing the shielding. These
connectors will work with any amplifier with either BFA or 4mm banana
connectors.

12,61 €

15,00 €

247759

3.5mm To RCA Phono Cable

This high-quality stereo splitter cable is perfect for use with Cyrus’
soundKey and a host of other applications where a portable
device needs to be connected to a traditional hi-fi or PA system. It
uses a three-pole 3.5mm jack to 2 x colour coded RCA
connections.

25,21 €

30,00 €

247760

Cyrus bumpon Feet / Set of Four

Although it’s a simple thing, it can be so annoying when missing.
Here you can order replacement bumpon feet for all your Cyrus
classic and XR products.

2,52 €

3,00 €

IR14 Remote

The Cyrus iR14 gives you full control over your Cyrus equipment and other
infrared devices in your home. It can easily become your only remote, by
learning the functions of up to two other remote controls. With a stylish
design, intuitive layout and backlit keypad that responds to your every
movement, the iR14 is a great way to control your Cyrus equipment.

35,29 €

42,00 €

247762

Mains Power Cable Euro

Cyrus IEC power cables have been a stable part of the Cyrus livery for
nearly two decades. Originally selected for offering high-quality copper
cores and dielectrics, despite numerous reviews, they have yet to be
surpassed in terms of performance. For optimum performance, a ‘Ferrite
Core’ magnetic filter can be added to the IEC connector end of the cable
(available separately).

10,08 €

12,00 €

247763

MC-Bus Cables (Pair)

Cyrus classic and XR products use a communications system so
the components can talk to each other. These are the cables used
to connect the products together.

10,08 €

12,00 €

A-Nr.:

247400

247650

247758

247761

Quantity

ONE Remote

A replacement remote control for the Cyrus ONE integrated
amplifier

10,08 €

12,00 €

PSX-R Extension Cable 0,5m

The Cyrus PSX and PSX-R2 power supplies use a bespoke
connection cable. These are 'extension' leads with male and
female ends for if you wish to have longer cable runs for power
amplifiers or spearate source components.

42,02 €

50,00 €

PSX-R Extension Cable 1m

The Cyrus PSX and PSX-R2 power supplies use a bespoke
connection cable. These are 'extension' leads with male and
female ends for if you wish to have longer cable runs for power
amplifiers or spearate source components.

47,90 €

57,00 €

247767

PSX-R Extension Cable 2m

The Cyrus PSX and PSX-R2 power supplies use a bespoke
connection cable. These are 'extension' leads with male and
female ends for if you wish to have longer cable runs for power
amplifiers or spearate source components.

59,66 €

71,00 €

247768

soundBuds 1 Ear Tip Replacement

3 sizes of hooked in-ear tip replacements for Cyrus soundBuds
true wireless earbuds. The hooked design allows soundBuds to fit
snug to make sure they stand firm, even during vigorous exercise.

5,88 €

7,00 €

247770

THREE Remote

The THREE remote control is designed specifically for our Cyrus
Three (Formerly Lyric) all in one system, using a slightly different
button configuration and software to our standard remote
system.

35,29 €

42,00 €

247771

Soundkey Cable USB-C

A sleek braided USB C to Micro cable, sturdy and durable as
designed to be used alongside the Cyrus soundKey.

10,08 €

12,00 €

Soundkey Cable USB-Micro B

A short but simple braided USB micro b to micro b cable, designed
to be used with our Cyrus soundKey connecting to android
devices that have Micro USB OTG connectivity. Braiding the cable
allows it to healthily flew when being used on the go with mobile
devices.

5,04 €

6,00 €

247764

247765

247766

247772
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